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24) MeV and a line width I* < 80 MeV (90SS confidence level) obtained using the 
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{ -» 2 low multiplicity jets. The branching ratio to thii Hate from the T(18) ii 
of order 0.6%. 
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It has been realized for s trie time that precision measurements of the radia

tive decay of the 'rarious quarkonium states provide a powerful tool with which 

to search for hypothetical particles, such as gluonic mesons,'1' Higgs bosons,'5' 

or Bupereymmctric-particles.'3' We report here such an investigation using T(1S) 

and T(2S) data. Compared to similar searches at the J/^,'*' our investigation 

suffers from a sparser data sample. Most theoretical estimates for radiative T(1S) 

decay to these objects suggest rates below the level of sensitivity for detection 

in the experiment described below, but tlere is substantia] uncertainty in some 

of these calculations. Thus, a careful search is warranted both because of the 

increase in final state mass range made available by the T(1S) as compared to 

the J/^i, and because of the fundamental importance of the questions involved. 

The data were obtained using the Crystal Ball Nal(Tl) detector**-** installed 

in the DORIS II storage ring at DESY. The data sets used in the analyses de

scribed below were accumulated over a period extending from the middle of 

1982 until early ls>84. The T(IS) sample consists of about 100K produced up-

silons corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 10.7 p b - 1 . These data were 

gathered during three (relatively short) runs interspersed with the collection of 

about Z00K T(2S)-events corresponding t« an integrated luminosity of 64,5 pb~ l . 

In addition some 4.5 pb" 1 off-resonance hadronic events were accumulated for 

background csmpa.itons at yfi = 10 GeV, i.e. just below the T(2S). The T(2S) 

sample is of relevanc for our discussion because it is used for checks of the T(IS) 

results. 

The ability of the Crystal Ball detector to resolve and measure awnocbry-

matic 7's in the DORIS Il-environmcnt has been demonstrated.*7-**'101 The de

tector b&B been shown to have the resolution and absolute energy measurement 

capabilities projected from previous SPEAR performance. In these earlier studies 

a key role was played by the ability of the detector to reduce background caused 

by ir°-decay -T'B and from other particles faking single Vs. Our ability to identify 

photons and to eliminate background is energy depenoent. The results reported 
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here were obtained using algorithms and subtraction techniques optimised for 

the region of JS, from ~700 to "2000 MeV. Other energy regions are Mill under 

investigation. 

Below we describe two analyses of our data searching for particles X in the 

reaction T -< *jX. The first involves isolation of events in which X decays into 

many particles (including photons). Additional cuts based on an X -»tz decay 

.-nodol are subsequently appL«d. The second analysts isolates events in which X 

typically decays into a few particles (including photons); it uses cuts developed 

from an X —* TT decay model. As described below, the two analyses select two 

independent T(1S) decay samples. Both show evidence for the new particle which 

hereafter we call f. However, no definite conclusion on any specific decay mode 

can be drawn using the existing limited data sample. In both analyses the good 

energy resolution and the fine spatial segmentation of the Crystal Ball detector 

are of prime importance, not only to define small monochromatic 7 signals and 

their widths, but also to ceparate out the x° -* 77 decays in which the two 

photons arc overlapping. 

The first analysis uses a sample of events at the T(1S) energy which has been 

selected for multihadron decays. Prom all the recorded triggers at the T(IS) 

energy, multiliadron events are selected'11' by efficiently removing beam gas, 

cosmic rays, t+t~ — t*e~X and QED events (including radiative irl evcuta). 

The cftlciuney for selecting rnultihadron events U found to be «A = (0.80 ±0.05). 

The resulting sample of multibadron events contains contributions from T(lS) 

and continuum decays approximately in the ratio of 2.S to 1. 

The next set of cues applied to the multihadron event* was designed to obtain 

a good acceptance, a minimal background, and to optimise the energy resolution 

for pnotonB from about 700 MeV to 2000 MeV. These cuts remove charged 

particles, photons with showers contaminated by energy depositions from nearby 
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particles, and pontons resulting from *r° decay. The ir '̂s were identified as either 

a pair of clearly separated photona or as a single duster formed by the two merged 

photon showers. The general character of these cuts has been discussed in detail 

previously tMM1'; however, the region of E , studied here poses specific additional 

problems due to the presence of a larger fraction of partially merged *°-deeays; 

thuB, many of these previously used cuts needed considerable refinement. 

Fig. la shows the resulting inclusive piioton spectrum from the T(1S). The 

epcctnim of Fig. la WHS fitted in the region of E 7 between 750 MeV and 1604 MeV 

using a line shape or the Crystal Ball measured at 1.5 GeV' e'. This line shape had 

variable amplitude and mean, a fixed OBJE = O.OZ7/£'/*(QeV) (our expected 

resolution for piiotons in a mu) till ad rem environment), and was superposed on a 

background polynomial of order 3. The fit yielded a 4.0 standard deviation signal 

of (89.5 ± 22.5) counts at E-, = (1074 ± 9) MeV, where only the statistical error 

is given (an overall scale error of ±2% on the energy is yet to be applied). When 

allowed to vary in the fit, aEfE = 0.028lg;^/£ l/*(GeV) which is consistent 

with our expected resolution. No other potential line in the spectrum of Fig. la 

can be fitted, consistent with our resolution, with a statistical significance of 

more than 2.2 standard deviations. 

Additional cuts designed to enhance multibadronic decays of the f were then 

applied to the data to further investigate the signal. These cuts were developed by 

the use ol Mont* Carlo*1*) calculations which simulated the process T(lS) -* %, 

f -» 2 hadroti jets. While charm quark jets were used as a mod*!, jets due to 

lighter quarks or gluons lead to very similar results. This .ed to the following cuts 

(in the (allowing particles are denned as energy clusters with energy deposition la 

the Nal(Tl) greater than 50 MeV): total multiplicity between f» and 20; charged 

multiplicity > 2; neutral multiplicity < 12; total energy deposited in the NaI(T!) 

< 8O0O MeV; sphericity of the event > 0.16. 

Figure 2a shows the inclusive photon spectrum for the T(tS) after the ap

plication of the above cuts. A fit to the spectrum of the same type as described 
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above (see Fig. 2b) cow yields a significance of 4.2 standard deviations for the 

signal. The signal-parameters become 

^ = (107Z±8±21)MeV 

M = (8319±10±24)MeV 
(1) 

Counts =87.1 ±20.5 

X2 = 24.8 for 32 degrees of freedom, 

where the first error in E^ or M is statistical and the second is systematic,'"' 

The possibility exists that the signal, while statistically significant, results 

from some trigger bias, background effect and/or software procedural bias. Sev

eral teste were performed to increase confidence that this is not the case. 

First, all of the cuts used lo arrive at the inclusive photon spectrum of Fig. 1 

were removed one at a time; the signal never became less significant tbaa 3.U 

standard deviations (as compared to the 4.0 a effect seen with all cuts included), 

except for one cut where the significance dropped to 2.8 standard deviations. 

This cut is an overlap cut between the photon candidate and other particles, 

and is taken in the inclusive analysis as cos fl;;- < 0.866 (where $ij U the angle 

between the two particles, 30° at the limit). A geometric cut of this type was 

frequently used in Crystal Ball inclusive and exclusive analyses in the past, and 

has been studied in those contexts/*1*' However, given the complexity of the 1 

GeV energy region in the present experiment, additional studies UBing both data 

and MODIC Carlo simulations have been carried out. These show that the overlap 

ci t is not only effective at removing hadronic debris, but is also most important 

for removing photons which come from jr0 ,B, and which are missed by the other 

cuts. 

Second, the T(2S) data set, analysed similarly to the T(1S) sample, c.lcrs the 

possibility for additional checks on the systematics at a nearby C M . energy with 

six Limes the integrated luminosity, two times the number of resonance events, 
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and four times the number of hadronic events. Fig. 3a shews the inclusive ^ 

spectrum from the T(2S) using the same sets of cuts employed for the T(IS) in 

Fig. la. Fig. 3b,c show the spectrum Etled with the same functional forms as 

used in Fig. 1. The fit shows a smooth dependence in the region of E , « 1 GeV; 

no line with a statistical significance of more than 0.3 standard deviations (15 

events) appears. If the signal at the T(1S) were just instrumental, or induced 

t> the analysis procedure we would expect a narrow peak at the same E-,. This 

peak would contain about 150 events jf induced by 3 gluon decays, and about 

27S events if induced by all hadronic decays. 

However, a slightly Doppler-broadened signal for the f aruing from the cas

cade T(2S) - . JTJTT(IS), or -nT(lS) is expected. In the fit of Fig. 3b,c, oEjE 

is fixed at 0.033 to take account of the Doppler broadening, and the upper limit 

obtained from the fit is 70 counts (60% C.L.) at E-, -- 1072 MeV. This is to be 

compared to the expected T(2S) cascade signal. After correcting for a 10% de

crease iu efficiency compared to tne T[1S), caused by the pretense of additional 

pious or photons, one expects a signal of S3 ± 13 events. Thus there is con

sistency in this respect between the T(IS) and T(2S) results, but disagreement 

with the peak expected from an instrumental or analysis induced effect in the 

T(2S) data. 

Third, to check further for possible systematic effects, the data were divided 

in two roughly equal luminosity samples coming from different running periods; 

the signal appeared with equal strength in both samples. The data were also 

spatially divided to detect preferences for specific Crystal Bill hemispheres; no 

significant preference could be detected- Correlations between i-euergy and the 

triggers generated by the events containing the candidate 7's were examined but 

found to be essentially constant moving from below to beyond the region of E 7 = 

I GeV. Off-resonance data, Monte Carlo three-gluon and q!) events, and random 

beam cross events were subjected to the same analysis procedure and showed no 

significant fluctuations near I GeV. 
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Fourth, an old sample of J/if data taken at SPEAR was analysed by the 
same program to sec if any artifacts of the cuts would be produced. No narrow 
photon line was seen at about 1 GeV. 

Including all the cuts leading to result (1), we estimate 3 photon efficiency 
vwytng from (IS ± 10)% at 700 MeV to (28 ± 10}% at 2000 MeV. Near 1 GeV 
the efficiency is (Ifl A 10)%; using this value and the number of produced T(1S) 
events one finds a branching ratio for this process: 

B|T(1R) - H)B\{ - Hadronsl = (0.47±0.11 ±0.26)96, (2) 

where the first error is statistical and the second error is systematic. 

In addition, one might expect to see at some level the direct process 
T(2S) -* t + f which for a f-mass of 8.32 GeV would correspond to a peak of 
Ef = 15S6 MeV, Fig. 3 does not show a distinct signal at this energy. Studies of 
the photon selection efficiencies E-, under different model assumptions and over a 
wide range of photon energies (from 700 to 2000 MeV) showed that the systematic 
uncertainty OD the absolute value of &, (the photon efficiency) is rather large. The 
ratio ((£., = 1070 GeV )/<?(E1 =•• 1560 MeV) however, depends only weakly on 
the model assumed. Therefore, the ratio of direct branching ratios „ *„!! , * , 
is affected by systematic uncertainties on only the 10% level. The results of the 
fits la the T(LS) and T(2S) spectrum gives aa upper limit % | * | ^ ^ ] < 0.22 
{f-% C.L.). 

The second analysis consisted of looking for low multiplicity decays, moti
vated by a possible Higgs interpretation of the signal described above for which 
the decay into r + r" , i | might be substantial. The data selection used previously 
tends to anti-select the 77+r" sample, in particular because of the bias towards 
smltihadron states of high multiplicity. To obtain a data set biased in favor of 
7* + f~ decay, a different set of cuts was employed. Disregarding the motivational 
bias, this data set can be viewed as an orthogonal ret of events of low multiplicity. 
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A new pie-selection was performed OQ all the recorded T(lS)-regiDD triggers 

by requiring a total energy of at least 1200 MeV and at least 2 particles in the 

detector. As in the first analysis, an initial est of cuts was applied to arrive at an 

inclusive photon spectrum in the En-region cf 700 to 2000 MeV. Although similar 

to the cuts leading to Fig. l , the details of these cats are different. Care was takes 

not to exclude low multiplicity events, using a Monte Carlo calculation*11' as a 

guide. QED-background was substantially reduced by exploiting the correlation 

of the i with the beam direction (strong in the case of radiative QED and weak 

for a possible f related fr + T~ final state). In addition cuts were applied to 

eliminate unwanted e + e~ -* t~*e~X events, beam-gas interactions, and cosmic 

ray events. 

The remaining series of cuts was derived from the Monte Carlo simulation of 

T(1S) —t 7 f —» ^f + f ~.< u) In essence these cuts were just boundary tunings (both 

in one and two dimensional distributions) of such variables as thrust, multiplicity, 

even', track-alignment, transversa momentum to the beam! etc. Some of these 

cuts were not new; they just strengthened earlier ones up to the more restrictive 

boundaries now allowed by the limitation to a fr*r~ type configuration. In 

particular, a total multiplicity requirement of less than 9 guarantees no overlap 

with the results of (1). A check that no important bias towards E , — 1070 MeV 

was introduced by the cuts derived from tbe Moote Carlo was made by evaluating 

the efficiency of the sum of all these cuts for Monte Carlo 7f + f~ events with E, 

between 700 and 2000 MeV (9 discrete values of B, in this range •• .*e taken). 

The efficiency distribution obtained is approximately constant (at 24?6) from 700 

to 1500 MeV, and then drops off to ~18% at 2000 MeV; no peaking in the 1000 

MeV region is seen. 

Fig. 4 shows the final signal obtained. Tbe fit of 4b (similar to that in Fig. 1), 

with <rB/E fixed at 2.7%JEl/*{GeV), yields a 3.3 standard deviation signal with 
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the following parameters: 

^ = (1062 ±12 ±21) MeV 

Af = (B330±14±24)MeV 
(3) 

Counts = 2 3 . 8 + | | 

X2 = 29.9 for 41 degrees of freedom, 

in f>\cellent agreement with, the values recorded in (1). Fitting 4a. with a. vari

able width yields a oB = O.O^+g^J/B^fGeV), consistent with the expected 

resolution. 

These results are etatistically independent of those shown in (1). The com

bined significance of both peaks is thus greater than 5 standard deviations. They 

also provide evidence that these signals do not derive trom (either real T(1S) or 

background) eventu of % particular kinematic configuration. Of course this fact 

would Dot exclude j common experimental systematic error, producing a sharp 

anomaly at E-, ~ 1070 MeV independent of the final state kinematics. However, 

such an error is unlikely because in the first analysis no such effect is seen in the 

closely-related T(2S)-sample. 

The two independent signals have been used to make an estimate for an 

upper limit to the intrinsic width of the {. The observed peak* are consistent 

with the known Crystal Ball resolution function at E 7 — I GeV, which is an 

•l-yuimclrir Gaup=ian of FWHM (64±5) MeV'*'. Unfolding thL resolution from 

•1,. mbined observed FWHM (82 ± 23) MeV yields a 90% C.L. upper limit on 

music f width of 80 MeV. This result is dominated by statistical precision 

[)! '•• .jusorvsd width, not by the systematic eiror in the resolution function; if 

ih- . solution error is increased by a factor three, the upper limit increases by 

onlv 10 MeV 

'>'<•• "bt.iin =i value for B[T(1S) -v 7f] which includes final states contributing 

t,, i're atcotul mgiial and : ut to the first it is necessary to use a model. We 
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thus assume that the f has two kinds of decay, represented by the cB and rf 

Monte Carlo models. The data is found to be consistent with these models and 

indicates that inclusion of low multiplicity TT like final states will increase the 

branching ratio (2) by about 20%. We have tried to model both signals by using 

the fd Monte Carlo alone, and this results in a poor fit to the data (2-3 standard 

deviation disagreement). However, this may be due to an inadequate ts Monte 

Carlo. I t must be emphasised that wo do not prove that the f decays 

into cZ and if, we only show consistency with the model used as an 

aid in ext ract ing the signal of ($) . 

We have also looked for the possible contributions from T(lS) —• *JJ —»-jr^r" 

followed by the decays T* —• e ^ P , r* —» p^i/P. An upper limit of 0.2% 

{m% C.l,.) Tor B 1T(1S) — ft] B [? -» T * T _ ] has been found, compatible with 

the signal from the second analysis - even if we assume that this signal Js entirely 

caused by a t T-decay of the c. Additionally, an upper limit o f J x 10~* (60% C.L.) 

for the branching ratio B [T(1S) -* ft] B [f —» f + e~] has heen determined. 

Itt conclusion we have observed two statistically independent signals at the 

same mass; one of 4.2 and the other 3.3 standard deviations. The fact that 

both peaks appear at the same position with a compatible width supports the 

hypothesis that we are seeing the same state in two different channels. We can 

thus combine the significance of both peaks; this yields a greater than 5 standard 

deviation effect. Both our signals have widths consistent with the detector energy 

resolution. Taking the weighted average of the radiated photon's fitted peak value 

and width in the two cases gives the beat estimate of the mass and width of this 

new atate, herein named f, 

£ , = (1069±7±Z1) MeV 

M = (8322 ± B Jfc 24) MeV (S) 

T < 8 0 M e V (90S6C.L.) 

fl[T(lS)-.7f]~ 0.596. 
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The interpretation of this new state as the neutral Higga boaon expected in 

the standard model gives a disagreement of approximately two orders of magni

tude between this observed branching ratio ami that predicted. This branching 

ratio can be accomodated in some extensions of the standard model, e. j . two-

Hi(jt>3-doublct models. A less model-dependent quantity is the ratio J ! j ^ j , 

h which the strength of the Diggh* coupling to b-quarks cancelo out; in either 

nioJel this ratio ia predicted to be *- I.(l,'a' while our upper limit is 0,22, in 

apparent disagreement. Further, (riven the limited statistics of th« present ex

periment, it can.iot be proven that the mode j -* rr exists, although our analysis 

ia consistent with it. It has heen suggested within the framework of supersymme-

try that quarkouium states may radiatively decay to gluino-gluino bound states. 

For this mass range one expects branching ratios from the T( IS) of order 0.05%. 

This ia an order of magnitude smaller than obberved for T(1S) -* ^!, although 

the uncertainties in this case, which arise from the use of the non-relativistic 

approximation, are even larger than in the HiggB case. 
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Figure 1 

(a) The inclusive spectrum for T(lS) -» 7 + multiple hadfons before phyrica-
oriented cute. 

I» The t'j>**k stgitm of (»), with fit (*** text) ahum as a eottd Cue. 

(c) Same w (b) -c'lk the filed bdcfcgivusd subtracted. 

Figures 

(a) The i&chtsSve- spectrum for T(1S) -• 7 + multiple badmue after all cuta 

including ptiysies-oriecttd cuts. 

(b) The f-peak region of (a), with fit (sse text) shown w a, solid line, 

(e) Same u (b) with the fitted background mhtnetea. 

Figure 3 

(a) The Inclusive spectrum for T(2S) -+ 7 + multiple hadrons after the name 
cuts ha used for Figure 1. 

[b) The (-peak region of (.-.;, with fit (see text) sbowa aa \ solid line, 

(e) Same as (b) with the Sttsd background subtracted. 

Figure 4 

(o) The Inclusive spectrum for T(1S) -* 7 + (r+r")-bla*!d sample including 
ail cute. 

(b) The {-peak region of (a), with fit (see text) shown as a. aolkl line. 

(«) Same u (b) with the Gtted background eubtracted. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United Stales Government. Neither the United Stale: Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring '..y I he United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 


